suggest that qualitative methods training be instituted as part of the gold standard of I-O psychology training. We hope, too, that the success stories we outlined above underscore the rigor and quality of qualitative methods in both research and applied endeavors. Moreover, we hope that qualitative methods training can be met not with begrudging acceptance but with enthusiasm, as a valuable skill set. As organizational scientists, we study vexing and complex problems. We need at our disposal all types of tools, approaches, and philosophies in our attempt to make a positive change, seek truth, and advance our science/practice.
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Through learning about and doing job analysis, industrial–organizational (I-O) psychologists likely already possess skills and knowledge relevant
to doing and understanding qualitative research. We’ll illustrate this by showing similarities between common job analysis practices and one particular qualitative research approach likely to be relevant to organizational research: grounded theory. Grounded theory was “discovered” in 1967 by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Though Glaser and Strauss later split in their methodologies (an occurrence not unlike the varied approaches to job analysis), the core idea of grounded theory is to develop a new theory of some process or phenomenon from the “ground” up. In the grounded theory approach, researchers typically collect mostly qualitative data—often including interviews (Creswell, 2007)—and simultaneously develop increasingly abstract codes, concepts, and categories from the data. In the final step of analysis, researchers develop a theory that subsumes all categories from the data. If researchers follow the Straussian tradition, categories can be fit into a theoretical framework that details a central phenomenon underlying the process of interest and the conditions that precede it, result from it, and shape the resulting categories (Creswell, 2007). We illustrate this framework in Figure 1. Grounded theory is particularly useful for developing an accurate understanding of many organizational processes and phenomena that I-O psychologists study.

Pratt and Bonaccio (2016) point out that there is little training offered to I-O graduate students on qualitative methods. However, some qualitative method training is undoubtedly offered to students through job analysis, and promisingly, job/task/work analysis/competency modeling and classification is listed as one of the core I-O domains that the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology recommends to be covered in master’s level programs. As noted by the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, the core concern in this domain is “obtain[ing] descriptive information” about a variety of work and worker attributes (Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2016, p. 10). In other words, job analysis involves gathering and summarizing ideas and concepts rather than only providing quantitative summaries of quantitative data. When I-O psychologists do a job analysis, we want to know what it is that workers do on the job.

Our comparison of job analysis and grounded theory comes with one very important disclaimer: Our intention is not to diminish the value of specialized training in qualitative methods. There is distinct value to be gained from in-depth study and practice of the many various qualitative research approaches, and there are important differences between job analysis and qualitative research that we discuss later in our article. Rather, our goal is to point out the knowledge and skills that all I-O psychologists are likely to have—from job analysis—that can facilitate doing and understanding qualitative research and therefore show that job analysis is a viable
Figure 1. Straussian grounded theory framework.


“jumping off” point for training I-O psychologists in qualitative research approaches.

It's Like Doing a Job Analysis

We show parallels between job analysis and grounded theory by presenting them in steps. However, the steps in these processes are usually not linearly or discretely conducted. Grounded theory specifically highlights the “constant comparative” method of doing data analysis while data are being collected. The same is generally true of job analysis: The job analyst develops ideas of the important tasks or skills as while reading materials related to the job, and this idea may shift as more materials are digested, interviews are conducted, observations are made, the report is drafted, and so on. For both of these processes, the job analyst/grounded theorist will bounce between steps before arriving at the final job analysis report or grounded theory.
Job and work analysis are routinely noted as the foundation of I-O psychology as it drives all other employment decisions (e.g., hiring, training, performance management), but job analysis merits attention in its own right (Morgeson & Dierdorff, 2011). Like job analysis, qualitative methods should be considered foundational to our field, providing a grounded understanding of what we are researching and driving future research. However, through comparison with job analysis, we hope to illustrate for I-O psychologists the fact that qualitative methods are empirical research methods on their own and should not be considered merely “pre-science” (Pratt & Bonaccio, p. 704) done only in order to get down to the real science of having respondents circle a number on a survey page.

Before You Start: The Purpose Drives Data Collection

In both job analysis and grounded theory, there is some specific purpose driving and directing the process. In job analysis, perhaps the organization is interested in training—which would direct the job analyst to focus on trainable knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) or KSAs that distinguish new and seasoned employees—or perhaps the organization is interested in hiring—which would direct the job analyst to focus on KSAs that are appropriate for and amenable to selection tool development. In grounded theory, the researcher is interested in some phenomenon or process—and more specifically, the theory underlying it—so data collection is designed to be congruent with this purpose (Creswell, 2007).

“All Is Data”

In job analysis, a common preliminary step is to dig up and digest as much material about the job as possible—such as employee handbooks, the company website, past job ads, manuals for machinery used on the job, organizational charts, current news about the company, and so on—prior to any further data collection (Morgeson & Dierdorff, 2011). This provides the researcher with a depth of understanding about the job and the company. Similar to the approach of digesting all available information, the Glaserian tradition of grounded theory asserts that “all is data” (Glaser, 2001, p. 145). Everything that the researcher encounters—whether it is qualitative data, quantitative data, directly related to the project or not, actual content or the delivery style, and so on—is used in analysis. In the Straussian tradition, interview and other qualitative data are typically collected, which also provide the researcher with a rich understanding of the topic of interest. Processing large amounts of information to develop a broad understanding is one common skill across job analysis and grounded theory.
To the Field!

Many similar data collection techniques are typically used in both job analysis and grounded theory, which means that the skills developed in one realm can likely easily transfer to the other. Often in both techniques, job analysts/grounded theorists observe and conduct interviews with appropriate parties—namely, subject matter experts (SMEs) in job analysis parallel the informants in ground theory (see focal article)—either in groups or individually. Many of the same challenges will likely be encountered with data collection in both realms, including identifying and contacting SMEs, conducting and recording observations, facilitating and recording interviews, being comfortable with semistructured protocols for data collection, and adapting data collection based on concurrent data analysis. These skills can be difficult to learn, but many of the basic skills learned by doing job analysis can be transferred to doing grounded theory and vice versa.

So when is the analyst/theorist done collecting data in the field? Both processes emphasize developing a comprehensive understanding while data are being collected, the quality of which is determined based on the data itself. Grounded theory emphasizes data collection until the point of theoretical saturation, when no new information is being collected. However, saturation can’t be determined unless the theorist is analyzing data while they are being collected. Therefore, while collecting data, the theorist must simultaneously begin to develop the theory and compare it with new data in order to determine when data collection is providing diminishing returns for the theory. Likewise, the job analyst must begin to develop the job description and determine its required tasks and KSAs in order to determine whether there’s a comprehensive understanding of the job. If gaps are identified in understanding some component of the job—much like in grounded theory—then the job analyst should return to the field, perhaps doing a follow-up interview with an SME. In both cases, the process is iterative, and the end of data collection depends on data analysis.

Induce/Deduce

The process of developing tasks and KSAs or grounded theory codes and categories is inductive—built up from the data. During this process, the job analyst/grounded theorist develops the hard-earned skill of boiling down rich, qualitative data into a more concise version of the findings. Working through rich data to an accurate but succinct list of KSAs and job descriptions will transfer to the similar process done with grounded theory, in which the theorist identifies codes, concepts, and categories to complete the theory.
However, again, we emphasize that this qualitative research approach is iterative—after inducing a theory, the grounded theorist should also ensure that the theory deductively fits the data and adjust the theory as needed. Therefore, grounded theory is not purely inductive (see focal article) but rather combines induction with some deduction through the continuous verification that the emerging theory fits the data. We suggest that the same is true of a thorough job analysis: The analyst often develops a list of tasks and KSAs but should revisit the data repeatedly to ensure that the list is an accurate representation of the richer data collected on the job and organization.

**Reporting**

Although job analysis often includes quantitative data collection (discussed in the following section) following the development of a list of tasks and KSAs, grounded theory typically uses mainly qualitative data and qualitative analyses (Creswell, 2007). Therefore, we focus here on a final common requirement of job analysis and grounded theory: the need to report rich, qualitative data. In both techniques, the final product often is a detailed narrative summary. In job analysis, analysts generally develop a job description and a job analysis report. This product provides the job analyst with practice not only in collecting and analyzing qualitative data but also in producing a qualitative product. Likewise, in grounded theory, the theorist must “tell the story” of the theory, a task that can be especially challenging for new grounded theory researchers (Corley, 2012, p. 511). However, I-O psychologists have already practiced this skill by producing job descriptions and job analysis reports.

**Though They’re Not Exactly the Same**

Of course, job analysis and grounded theory are not exactly the same. The core difference is the purpose and corresponding frameworks of each analysis. Grounded theory is used to understand a process or phenomenon, and researchers can thus use a framework of identifying the central concept underlying the process or phenomenon, what precedes it, what results from it, and what factors shape what results from it (Creswell, 2007). Although job analysis can be conducted for a variety of purposes (e.g., hiring versus training), at its core, job analysis is used to understand a job in a particular context. Like in qualitative methods (see focal article), job analysis emphasizes understanding the context in which the job occurs. However, the framework for job analysis differs from that of grounded theory: Rather than identifying one core concept underlying the job and factors affecting it, job analysis approaches generally emphasize understanding all important tasks done on the job, the skills or competencies needed to do the job, and the context in
which the work is done. For both analyses, there are “buckets” to fill, but their buckets differ.

A second difference that’s perhaps the largest between these two analyses is that grounded theory is a stand-alone qualitative research approach. The data are qualitative and so is the analysis of that data—the researcher’s units of analysis and reporting are concepts and ideas. By contrast, many approaches to job analysis incorporate some variation of quantitative data collection, analysis, and reporting, such as gathering and reporting averages of SMEs’ ratings of the frequency of tasks or the importance of KSAs. However, this means that experience with job analysis also lends itself to developing qualitative researchers who can address the same question in greater depth by applying multiple research approaches to a single issue. For example, we could expect that a job analyst turned qualitative researcher would be able to develop and conduct mixed methods or quantitative follow-up studies or design qualitative studies that extend beyond what can be examined in a strictly quantitative study.

Of course, as in job analysis, there are many different approaches within qualitative research; grounded theory is just one of these approaches. Upon one’s first encounter, the world of qualitative research approaches and procedures can seem vast and intimidating. However, when we see the parallels between those varied approaches and the many approaches to job analysis, we can more comfortably venture into the world of qualitative research. Although grounded theory provides a helpful framework for illustrating the similarities with job analysis, learning other qualitative approaches—such as ethnography or case studies—will also likely be facilitated by the skills that I-O psychologists develop through job analysis.

Conclusion
Our take-home message here is that fear (or aversion or disdain) of the “unknown” regarding qualitative research is not necessary for I-O psychologists. We know how to gather, analyze, and report rich, qualitative data and have been doing so since the birth of our field. Though the purpose, content, and other details will change as we move toward using qualitative research approaches, we are confident that I-O psychologists have applicable, transferable skills from learning and doing job analysis.
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